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CAL FIRE Sonoma-Lake-Napa Unit Suspends Burn Permits – Sonoma County
St. Helena– California is entering its third consecutive dry year and braces for what could be another
devastating wildfire season. While wildfires are a natural part of California’s landscape, the fire
season in California and across the West is starting earlier and ending later each year. Climate change
is considered a key driver of this trend. Warmer spring and summer temperatures, reduced snowpack,
and earlier spring snowmelt create longer and more intense dry seasons that increase moisture stress
on vegetation and make forests more susceptible to severe wildfire.
The increasing fire danger posed by dead grass and hotter, drier conditions in the region is prompting
CAL FIRE to suspend all burn permits for outdoor residential burning within the State Responsibility
Area of Sonoma county. This suspension takes effect Monday June 13, 2022 at 12:01 am, and bans
all residential outdoor burning of landscape debris such as branches and leaves. Burn permits also
remain suspended for outdoor residential burning within the State Responsibility Area of Napa, Lake,
Solano, Yolo and Colusa counties.
CAL FIRE Sonoma-Lake-Napa Unit Chief Mike Marcucci would like to remind residents, whether
working to create defensible space around your home or just mowing the lawn, if you live in a
wildland area you need to use all equipment responsibly. Lawn mowers, weed-eaters, chain saws,
grinders, welders, tractors, and trimmers can all spark a wildland fire. Do your part, the right way, to
keep your community fire safe.
Since January 1, 2022, CAL FIRE and firefighters across northern California have already responded
to 1,017 wildfires, burning 2,992 acres. While outdoor burning of landscape debris by homeowners is
no longer allowed, CAL FIRE is asking residents to take that extra time to ensure that they are
prepared for wildfires by maintaining a minimum of 100 feet of Defensible Space around every home
and buildings on their property and being prepared to evacuate if the time comes.
The department may issue restricted temporary burning permits if there is an essential reason due to
public health and safety. Agriculture, land management, fire training, and other industrial-type
burning may proceed if a CAL FIRE official inspects the burn site and issues a special permit.
The suspension of burn permits for residential landscape debris does not apply to campfires within
organized campgrounds or on private property. Campfires may be permitted if the campfire is
maintained in such a manner as to prevent its spread to the wildland. A campfire permit can be
obtained at local fire stations or online at PreventWildfireCA.org.
For additional information on how you can prepare and prevent wildfires, visit
www.ReadyForWildfire.org.
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